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ABSTRACT: The art of banking is that of managing liquidity. While capital is correctly viewed as being of utmost
importance to a bank’s viability and public perception, the practitioners’ common saying that “capital kills you
slowly, while liquidity kills you quickly” is an accurate one. Genuine pure liquidity-scarcity events are rare events,
however the experience of the UK bank Northern Rock in 2007 illustrates perfectly the key risk for banks and
regulators, that of the risk of complacency.
This article suggests that, although it is the technical requirements of Basel III and the need to maintain adequate liquidity buﬀers that is exercising practitioners’ and academics’ attention, the critical challenge concerns
that of banks’ culture, and ensuring that control and governance infrastructure put in place today is maintained
over the long term. A change in the Treasury and risk management operating model is a necessary step towards
ensuring this longevity in liquidity risk management principles

Art of liquidity risk management
The Wikipedia definition of liquidity states,

of liquidity at all times is the paramount order of banking.

“In banking, liquidity is the ability to

Bank risk management is the practice of

meet obligations when they become

balance sheet management. The risks in

due.”

question are those aﬀecting the balance
sheet, which are capital, liquidity and fund-

The important part is understanding ex-

ing (generally grouped together under

actly what is meant by “when they become

“asset-liability management” or ALM). We

due”. From the risk management perspec-

categorize balance sheet risk as the proc-

tive this means in perpetuity, or at least as

ess of:

long as we wish the bank to remain a going concern. In other words, maintenance

• managing the bank’s capital;
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• managing the liquidity mismatch, arising
from the fundamental ingredient of banking termed “maturity transformation”; the
recognition that loans (assets) generally
have a longer tenor than deposits (liabilities);

fully implemented by 2019, makes material
demands on banks with respect to the way
they manage liquidity.
However liquidity risk management is not
simply a matter of liquidity metrics and ratios. There are important governance and

This is also the paradox of banking. Bank-

policy issues that also need to be built into

ing creates maturity mismatches between

the infrastructure and workings of a bank’s

assets and liabilities, because assets are

Treasury and Risk departments. Liquidity

invariably long-dated and liabilities are

risk management needs to be addressed

short-dated, and this creates liquidity risk.

at the highest level of a bank’s manage-

To undertake banking is to assume a con-

ment, the Board of Directors. The Board

tinuous ability to roll over funding, other-

typically delegates this responsibility to a

wise banks would never originate long-

management operating committee such as

dated illiquid assets such as residential

ALCO, but it is the Board that owns liquid-

mortgages or project finance loans. As it

ity policy. If it does not own it, then it is

is not good business practice to rely on as-

not following business best-practice.

sumptions, prudent liquidity risk manage-

Given this, it is important that the Board

ment dictates that all leveraged financial

also understands every aspect of liquidity

institutions need to set in place an infra-

risk management.

structure and governance ability to ensure
that liquidity is always available, to cover
for when market conditions deteriorate.
The fundamental challenge for all banks is
to maintain this robust control infrastructure and governance over the long term.
The scope of liquidity risk
Basel I and Basel II did not concern themselves with liquidity, only capital. The

We classify liquidity risk management as
encompassing the following specific areas:
• Liquidity strategy, policy and processes;
• Regulatory requirements and reporting
obligations;
• Bank funding strategy and policies;
• Liquidity risk appetite;

Basel III regime, which is expected to be
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• Institution-specific and market-wide
stress scenarios, and stress testing;

interbank markets, of the kind observed in

• The liquid asset buﬀer;

The LCR requirement results in banks hav-

• Liquidity contingency funding plan.
Given its importance, it is best that liquidity management is devised and dictated
from the highest level, as it will influence
every aspect of the bank’s business strategy and operating processes.

October 2008.

ing to maintain a liquidity buﬀer that
matches expected cash outflows in a
stressed environment. The amount of
funds that might be observed in a market
stress situation is given by the stress tests
that banks run every month, under specified assumptions. The time period covered in the stress test is 30 days, which im-

Basel III enshrines the new risk approach

plies that a stressed environment lasting

in formal regulatory law with two new struc-

for only a month, which may be unrealisti-

tural risk metrics, one for short-term and

cally short. For this reason, some regula-

one for long-term funding. On the surface,

tors, including the UK PRA, uses a longer

this seems like just a step-change in liquid-

90-day time stress period for its test re-

ity management culture, but that is only be-

quirements.

cause principles accepted as commonplace in the 1860s or 1960s had been discarded by 2008. Nonetheless, in substance, they will prove to be a challenge to
work towards for many banks.

The relevance of each bank’s stress tests
are themselves only as great as the assumptions behind them. Any analysis undertaken under assumed conditions is always at risk of inaccuracy, which is why

The stated objective of the Basel III liquid-

continuous review and back-testing is also

ity coverage ratio (LCR) is to promote

part of a bank’s risk management regime.

short-term resilience of banks to liquidity

Suggestions have also been made that the

shocks. Setting a limit for it, and requiring

size of the liquidity buﬀer should be a func-

banks to hold a stock of suﬃcient high

tion of other metrics, including the follow-

quality genuinely liquid assets, is designed

ing:

to ensure a more stable funding regime
that will be less susceptible to a freeze in
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• Set at 2.0 or 2.5 times the size of the aggregate of a bank’s liabilities that are of
less than 1-year maturity;
• Set at 110% of the stressed outflow number.
The implication of the LCR for the world’s
banks is that, in theory they will be holding, in diﬀering amounts, a stock of theoretically genuinely liquid assets. The challenge comes from the impact this will have
on the bottom line, as a risk-free portfolio
generates less income (if it is run at a profit
at all), and so all else being equal, a bank’s
profit can be expected to be reduced under such a regime.
The foundation LCR calculation relates to
the short-term (30-day) stressed outflow

we might define “long-dated” as being
over 12- or 24-months in tenor).
Setting a minimum level for term funding
would reduce dependency on short-term
funding, while increasing cost of business
as more liabilities are moved into longer
term funding. Again, the issue for banks is
one of cost, and impact on profit. Longerdated liabilities cost more than short-dated
liabilities, and in a stressed environment
are diﬃcult to raise. The challenge for risk
managers and regulators is ensuring that
the spirit of NSFR, which has not yet been
enshrined in formal legislation, is maintained throughout the business cycle.
Establishing a genuine risk governance
culture

amount of a bank’s liabilities. The critical

This article’s premise is that the cultural

long-term metric is the net stable funding

challenge, and its wider impact on stake-

ratio (NSFR). The NSFR is designed to pro-

holders, especially shareholders, is a more

mote resilience over the longer-term. Set-

diﬃcult one to address than the regulation-

ting a limit for it in theory ensures that suﬃ-

related requirements banks have faced up

cient long-term funding is in place to sup-

to now. Nevertheless it is imperative that

port a bank’s balance sheet. In other

this challenge be met at all levels, to en-

words, maintaining an adequate NSFR

sure a greater ability to mitigate the impact

should help considerably in ensuring a sta-

of the next crash. What the current debate

ble funding structure because more of a

in banks needs to focus on is the need for

bank’s liabilities will be comprised of

a genuine, firm-wide approach to balance

longer-dated funding. (In Treasury terms,

sheet risk. To eﬀect this, it becomes necessary to establish the ALM committee or
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ALCO as the premier risk management fo-

of the triumvirate are able to work to-

rum in the bank, with Board-delegated

gether eﬀectively.

authority.

The challenge is for banks to establish a

As we all recognize, culture needs to be

cultural mindset and operating framework,

set from the top down. To remove its de-

that embeds balance sheet risk in every-

pendence on individuals, banks need to

one’s thinking. In other words, something

consider their operating model and risk in-

beyond the regulatory requirements set

frastructure, and how exactly capital, bal-

out under Basel III.

ance sheet and liquidity are to be managed. Some issues to consider are:

Exhibit 1 appears to state the obvious, but

• Operating model and internal organization;

potentially controversial, point. The three

in fact is making a much more subtle, and

• Risk governance infrastructure, and the
risk management “triumvirate” of the
CRO, CFO and Treasury. This should be
organized so that the three constituents

departments are peers, therefore the reporting line could not logically be subordinated one to the other. Crucially, the
ALCO would have the oversight for all of
balance sheet risk, including credit risk policy at the highest level. It would then
seem logical that any credit risk committee

Bank Balance Sheet Management Triumvirate
Exhibit 1

ALCO
!

Chief Risk Officer !

Treasury!

Risk Management
Market risk
Credit risk
Operational risk
Monitoring and control
Management
information reporting
Compliance monitoring
Stress testing policy
ERM

Asset-Liability Management
Strategy and planning
Liquidity risk management
Interest rate risk management
Hedging policy
Balance sheet management
Internal funds pricing policy
Liquidity stress testing
Capital management
ALCO reporting

Chief Financial Officer!
Finance
Accounting
Budget setting,
forecasting
Strategy and planning
Product control
Valuation and MtM
Financial reporting
!
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or CRO forum should be subordinated to

also clears the way for the Treasurer to

it.

chair the ALCO, something that is usually

The logic for this is irresistible. As the
membership of ALCO covers both frontoﬃce business line heads with P&L responsibilities as well as risk management personnel, it has the overarching balance
sheet view that an “Enterprise Risk Management” (ERM) forum perhaps may not. It
makes sense to make ALCO the premier

undertaken by the CEO or the CFO. When
one remembers that Treasury is the only
department in a bank that looks at the entire balance sheet, assets and liabilities,
and is both inward and outward looking,
this arrangement carries logic.
Ensuring eﬀective teamwork

risk management body.

Changes in culture and operating method

For Treasury, the reporting line is a key in-

firm, including a bank. The larger the

fluencer of the extent of the risk culture.

bank, the more bureaucratic the process

From its position in the triumvirate, Treas-

of risk management is. In large firms there

ury will need to report to the same level as

is a danger that “risk management” be-

the CFO and CRO. This would logically be

comes more of a forms-based box-ticking

the CEO, and such an arrangement is com-

process than a genuine exercise in manag-

mon.

ing risk exposure. However, eﬀective team-

are perhaps the hardest to make in any

Diversity of Treasury Deliverables

In some cases, the reporting line is
higher. One large Western European bank organizes the Treasury
function as a direct report of the
Board, with the Group Treasurer re-

Exhibit 2

Treasury will be tasked with multiple workstreams as part of its objectives
Governance – ALCO
•MI deck
•Policies: Liquid Asset Buffer, Liquidity & Funding Policy, Interest Rate Risk Management and Hedging Policy,
Internal Funds Pricing Policy etc
•Market Access Function Optimum Funding Structure and Strategy
Systems

porting in to a named non-

•Evaluating Treasury Management System

executive director. This removes

Credit Ratings

Liquidity risk regime review process with Regulator

any conflict of interest issues,

Investor Due Diligence

while ensuring that balance sheet

•Plan for the next 12 quarters formed with risks, issues, assumptions and dependencies defined.

risk management is undertaken at
the appropriate level of seniority. It

Planning

Recruitment
Cross Functional Knowledge sharing sessions held for Retail& Corporate business lines, Finance and Risk
teams
BAU tasks (money markets, etc etc) capital management, term issuance, securitisation
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work is essential if the “triumvirate” is to

triumvirate of CRO, CFO and Treasurer,

work together eﬃciently.

and their teams, will be able to work much

One way to try to address the issues

more eﬀectively.

raised by a growing bureaucracy and proc-

Exhibit 3 illustrates the recommended

ess is to drive a culture of genuine team-

team building doctrine. Six years after the

work. In a Treasury team, this calls for

first signs of the crash the discipline of risk

what one might term “Total Treasury”. This

management, the need to have a rigorous

is modeled loosely on the team-building

risk framework in place at all banks with re-

concept first espoused by Rinus Michels,

spect to capital, liquidity and funding, is ac-

the coach of the Holland team during the

cepted universally. There is no disagree-

1974 football World Cup.

ment with what Basel III, and national regu-

Exhibit 2 shows that the Treasury function
is a multi-disciplinary one, with a diverse

lators, wish to implement with respect to
levels of capital and liquidity

set of objectives and deliverables. These

The real challenge comes with the need to

are better served if members of the team

embed a genuine risk management culture

are able to support each other. In the

in the bank. If this is successful, it will en-

Dutch national side, “Total Football” re-

sure that principles of balance sheet risk

ferred to the concept whereby each out-

are adhered to throughout the cycle, par-

field player was able to play in any position, and so could cover for any other
team member. This concept is replicated
in “Total Treasury”.
This is not something that can be imple-

Exhibit 3
“Total Treasury” Team Building Doctrine

Teambuilding Doctrine
Everyone is involved in all tasks

shift, experience, and learned judgement,

Each person is able to cover for at
least 2 other persons across
differenrt teams

together with a genuinely open and trans-

No single-person dependencies

parent culture, to work properly. But if it

Genuinely open, collaborative and
challenging environment

mented overnight. It requires mindset

can be operated successfully, it makes balance sheet risk management much easier
to be implemented firm-wide, because the

Effective upward and downward
delegation
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ticularly when bull market conditions return. A change in operating model style and firm culture,
to one of genuine openness and
understanding, will help to ensure
that this becomes the case.
Conclusions

“Reference Information box”
Liquidity Coverage Ratio
The LCR for a bank is given by:
Stock of high quality liquid assets
>100%!
Stressed net cash outflows over a 30-day time period!
High quality assets are specified by the Basel Committee, and include sovereign bonds and
multilateral agency bonds. The LCR identifies the amount of unencumbered, high quality
liquid assets required to offset the net cash outflows arising in a short-term liquidity stress
scenario. A regulatory limit for the LCR ensures that banks meet this requirement
continuously.
Net Stable Funding Ratio
The NSFR is given by:

Liquidity management is a disci-

Available Stable Funding
>c.100%
Required Stable Funding

pline that is as old as banking,
but from historical observation
we conclude that its principles
need to be refreshed and maintained throughout the business

The metric measures the amount of stable funding as a proportion of the total requirement for
such stable funding. Definitions on what constitutes “stable” are given by the Basel
Committee. The NSFR is typically used to monitor and control the level of dependency on
volatile, short term wholesale markets, as a key structural balance sheet ratio. A low ratio
indicates a concentration of funding in shorter maturities (under 1-year tenor) which can give
rise to funding roll-over and mismatch risks.
End of Box

cycle. For the new regime being
implemented under Basel III, the need to
adhere to old- fashioned beliefs on sound
liquidity practice is something that will be
enshrined in law. However the two new
funding metrics reflect banking logic, and
the principles behind them should be followed regardless, simply because bank
management should be aware of their importance.
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